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We investigate Si8- and Si16-based silicate species via global

optimisation searches and ab initio calculations and propose a

new multi-mechanism interpretation of the experimentally observed

atomic mixing of silicate oligomers in solution.

Silicate oligomers, (SiO2)N(H2O)M, play a critical role in

mineral nucleation, growth and dissolution. These species

also lay at the heart of the debate concerning the pre- and

post-nucleated regime of technologically important zeolite

materials during hydrothermal synthesis. Knowing the structure

and reactions of zeolite precursor species in solution is vital

in determining whether nucleation proceeds via the growth

of particles through the addition of small precursors, or

whether aggregation of larger Secondary Building Units

(SBUs) dominates.1,2 In order to address this issue 29Si

NMR spectroscopy3–6 and Mass Spectroscopy (MS)7 have

been employed to help characterize (SiO2)N(H2O)M clusters.

However, reliable structure assignments are for the most part

only available for species with N r 8, with a few tentative

assignments beyond this size. The reactions of some clusters in

this relatively small size range have also been theoretically

studied.8,9 Recently, an elegantly designed ESI (Electrospray

Ionisation) MS experiment by Schüth et al., using isotopically

labeled Si atoms, has shown that (SiO2)8(H2O)4 cubic octamer

oligomers (hereafter termed double four-rings (D4Rs) following

the zeolite nomenclature) in solution are a highly dynamic

species which can rapidly and reversibly interconvert with an

associated interchange of atoms.10 Assuming a single route for

D4R interconversion, a specific mechanism based on a concerted

exchange of cubic faces (or single four-rings—S4Rs) was put

forward as being most compatible with the kinetic modeling. We

present a systematic theoretical study of the free energy landscape

of silicate (SiO2)N(H2O)M clusters in solution (for N = 8,

16 for a relevant range of M). Our detailed investigation

allows us to propose an additional range of possible alter-

native routes for D4R interconversion based on substantially

more stable intermediates than that needed for the concerted

S4R exchange mechanism. Furthermore, we argue that our

enriched multi-mechanism perspective is more consistent with

the kinetic analysis of the ESI-MS data and is chemically more

reasonable than the interpretation based on a single concerted

mechanism.

Employing a three-step approach, we first extensively

searched the complex potential energy landscape (PEL) of

(SiO2)N(H2O)M clusters for low energy clusters using the

basin hopping global optimisation algorithm11 and specifically

parameterized interatomic potentials.12,13 Secondly, the energies

and geometries of the 10–15 lowest energy clusters from step

one were further refined using density functional theory (DFT)

with the GAMESS-UK14 code, employing the B3LYP hybrid

functional15 and a 6-31G(d,p) basis set with no symmetry

constraints. This level of DFT theory has been established

to be relatively accurate and computationally efficient for

treating silicate oligomers with respect to very high level

methods.16 We note that these two steps have also been

previously successfully applied to find the ground states of

bare and partially hydroxylated silica clusters.17,18 Finally,

following previous studies8,9,16 we calculate the free energy

of solution of the clusters, and any necessary water molecules

to maintain the same chemical composition of all considered

systems, by extracting the relevant thermodynamic terms (at

20 1C) from DFT evaluations of their (harmonic) vibrational

frequency spectra (including zero point vibrations) and solvation

energies using the polarisable continuum model (PCM).19 See

ESIw for further details.

The most stable (SiO2)8(H2O)4 oligomer found by our method

corresponds to the D4Rwhich is known to be a dominant species

in solution for a range of alkaline pH values.20 In particular D4Rs

are known to be the majority species in tetramethylammonium

cation (TMA+) solutions,21 possibly assisted by TMA+ acting

as an external scaffold protecting the D4Rs against hydrolysis.22

In Fig. 1 we show the relative free energies of solution of a range

of (SiO2)N(H2O)M oligomers for N = 8, 16 with respect to two

isolated D4Rs. Blue diamonds correspond to OH condensation

and hydroxylation reactions of a D4R (i.e. leading to

(SiO2)8(H2O)4�x and (SiO2)8(H2O)4+x respectively). We see that

the D4R occupies a minimum free energy point on this series

indicating that it is stable against reactions which tend to open or
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contract its symmetric cubic structure (see Fig. 2, S1). This

intrinsic stability of the D4R may further help to explain the

observed dominance of D4Rs in solution. The asymmetry of

the blue data points about the D4R minimum, also shows that

the hydroxylation of the D4R is considerably more facile,

energetically, than condensation of its OH groups. The red

square points are a selection of low energy Si16-based clusters

that we find for an OH:Si ratio ranging from one (i.e. that of a

D4R) to increasingly condensed oligomers. The corresponding

green triangular points specifically relate the gradual linking of

two initially non-interacting D4Rs via one, two, and three shared

Si–O–Si linkages. The singly Si–O–Si-linked double D4R oligomer

has been assigned to an observed (SiO2)16 species in NMR23 and

MS7 spectra, and has been put forward as a likely way in which

D4Rs initially start to condense.10 The points corresponding to

doubly and triply linked D4Rs follow the route for such a reaction

to continue.

For an OH : Si ratio of one we find a number of low energy

(SiO2)16(H2O)8 clusters with either cage-like or complex amor-

phous geometries. Of these, a cage-like isomer with the same

topology as the 16 Si-atom building unit of the zeolite RTE

was found to be most stable, lying 35 kJ mol�1 above two

isolated D4Rs (see Fig. 2, S2). Upon decreasing the OH : Si

ratio to 0.875, however, we find the lowest free energy

(SiO2)16(H2O)7 oligomer to be 9 kJ mol�1 more stable than

two isolated D4Rs (see Fig. 2, S3). For this composition we also

find a number of oligomers having free energies in a narrow

range (20 kJ mol�1) above the most stable oligomer (see, for

example, Fig. 2, S5). In contrast, the initial linking of two

D4Rs by a Si–O–Si bridge costs 41 kJ mol�1 (i.e. 50 kJ mol�1

less stable than S3). Continuation of the Si–O–Si link-forming

process between two D4Rs results in a doubly-linked oligomer

being 31 kJ mol�1 higher in energy than two isolated D4Rs.

Although less energetically disfavoured with respect to the

D4R reagents than the singly linked oligomer, it is 59 kJ mol�1

less favourable than the lowest energy (SiO2)16(H2O)6 oligomer

we find. This latter oligomer (see Fig. 2, S6), which represents an

energetically downhill D4R coalescence process (�28 kJ mol�1),

appears to be the most stable Si16-based oligomer relative to

condensation and hydroxylation. As in the (SiO2)16(H2O)7 case

we also find a number of other (SiO2)16(H2O)6 oligomers that are

lower in free energy than the doubly-linked double D4R (see e.g.

Fig. 2, S6 and S7). For further condensation, the lowest free

energy (SiO2)(H2O)5 oligomer found is 7 kJ mol�1 less stable

than two D4Rs, but is over 180 kJ mol�1 more stable than the

triply linked D4R oligomer.

Although the calculated relative free energies for the incremental

link-forming condensation of two D4Rs are not insurmountable,

the fact that there are energetically preferred oligomers in each

step of this proposed process strongly suggests that other

condensation/hydroxylation reactions will also compete and/

or perhaps dominate. Following the temporal development of

mass spectra Schüth et al. found that in order to best match

the evolution of the D4R isotope distribution over time

required a kinetic model involving the exchange of four Si

atoms at a time.10 Based upon this model an interpretation

was proposed which required a concerted face-on reaction of

D4Rs with S4R-exchange.10 The combinatorial kinetic analsis

does not rely on specific geometric arrangements of exchanged

atoms (e.g. it doesn’t assume that the exchanged atoms should

lie on a face of the D4R), nor does it make assumptions about

the geometry of the linked/fused D4R intermediate(s).

Furthermore, the kinetic model only involves atoms which

are exchanged between D4Rs in a statistically prescribed way

(via an undescribed intermediate mechanism) and no other

species i.e. it assumes that all atoms are accounted for in the

D4Rs and their interactions and no atoms are lost or gained.

In Fig. 2 we highlight a few of the plausible D4R inter-

conversion reactions that could occur based on our calculations.

As other calculations have shown that oligomerisation barriers for

smaller silicate clusters are low9,16 (typically o40 kJ mol�1),

and tend to decrease for larger condensed species, we can reason-

ably expect that these reactions have barriers equal to or less

than the reported experimental value of 136 � 5 kJ mol�1.10

Our data suggest that a rich and complex dynamic equilibrium

between many structurally distinct silicate oligomers occurs in

Fig. 1 Free energies of solution of silicate oligomers: (a) blue diamonds

relate to two (SiO2)8(H2O)M oligomers, (b) green triangles relate to

(SiO2)16(H2O)M oligomers based on Si–O–Si linked D4Rs, (c) red

squares relate to other (SiO2)16(H2O)M based oligomers. Labelled points

refer to structures in Fig. 2 and 3.

Fig. 2 A selection of chemically plausible interconversion reactions

involving two D4Rs and other oligomeric species. Arrows denote

reaction pathways with differences in free energies of solution in

kJ mol�1.
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the D4R system in solution, which is consistent with experimental

observations for smaller species.3 Interestingly our data are also

fully compatible with many routes involving direct (or indirect)

D4R interconversions with the final result that four atoms are

interchanged. In Fig. 3 we show three ways of exchanging four

silicon atoms based on D4R interconversion with oligomers S3,

S4 and S7, all of which have small free energy differences with a

pair of D4Rs. In these one-step direct mechanisms a pair of D4Rs

combine to form a new pair, with four silicon atoms exchanged.

Evidently, based on our findings, we can imagine more complex

indirect pathways with the same end result. We note that these

mechanisms differ from the concerted face-on mechanism in

which two D4Rs form only one further D4R by the combination

of two faces from the parent D4Rs, while two S4Rs are released.

Here, the D4Rs do not form a closed system but gradually

disappear (reflected in the need for a 50% scaling of the rate

constant). As the D4R population does not seem to diminish with

time in the experiment, such a picture must assume that it is

somehow replenished in an undefined way from the ‘‘silicate

pool’’. This uncontrolled extra process (e.g. formation of D4Rs

from random S4R combinations) is not present in the kinetic

model. In our proposed four-atom exchange mechanisms,

however, every two D4Rs combine to form two new D4Rs,

thus forming a closed system that fits the kinetic modelling.

The concerted exchange mechanism initially proceeds via

the singly linked D4R oligomer which has been assigned to be

as a low intensity species in a TMA solution by Pelster et al.

from ESI-MS.7 We note that this assignment might equally be

made using any lower energy structure found here of the same

mass. With respect to the similarly assigned (SiO2)16(H2O)7
species from 29Si NMR by Kinrade et al.,23 we also note that

our lowest energy (SiO2)16(H2O)7 oligomer (Fig. 2 and 3, S3)

has, like the singly bridged D4R oligomer, two Q4 species and

14 Q3 species and can be regarded as a symmetric coalescence

of two D4Rs (i.e. it maintains many structural motifs of two

separate D4Rs). Due to these strong similarities we feel that it

is quite probable that the NMR data may be consistent with

other, more stable, oligomers than the singly-linked D4R.

We note that our findings do not necessarily also hold for

Ge-containing silicate systems24 as germanium is known to

specifically promote D4R formation.25

Our study reveals new insights into the structures and

stabilities of Si8-based and Si16-based oligomers in solution.

Our results are particularly relevant to understanding processes

in the hydrothermal synthesis of zeolites and more generally

provides useful insights into the rich and complex structural

chemistry of relatively large silicate oligomers. Based on our

findings we propose a new interpretation of the observed atomic

mixing of D4R oligomers in solution. Rather than via a single

concerted reaction route as previously suggested, we propose that

a multitude of relatively low energy interconversion reactions

involving complex fused intermediates significantly contribute to

this process. Our multi-mechanism perspective: (i) is consistent

with what is known for smaller silicate species in solution, (ii)

involves the lowest free energy hydroxylated oligomers yet

reported in the literature, and (iii) allows for many chemically

plausible routes for D4R four atom exchanges which are com-

patible with the known kinetics of this process.

We acknowledge funding from projects FIS2008-02238,
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HPC-EUROPA2. EF holds a RCUK Academic Fellowship.
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Fig. 3 A variety of possible one step interconversion processes

whereby two D4Rs swap four Si atoms via the S3, S4 and S7

intermediates (see also Fig. 1 and 2). Only the silicon atoms are shown.
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